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I've been really looking forward to this live stream.

First, I'm going to do a Light Transmission and a prayer for all of you watching 
no matter when, right here, right now.

I give thanks that right here, right now as we are just starting the wave of the 
equinox with all this power, that every single one of these beautiful souls, that 
the Divine lives in so brightly, is overflowing with energy and peace. 
Overflowing with love and harmony, with detachment and yet deep 
compassion and love, with empowerment, Divine empowerment, with 



prosperity, with good fortune, with what people call luck, with glowing health 
and vitality, with no judgment, with love for self, which is you, God. And may 
today lift them up where they belong which is with you, the Divine, in 
conscious oneness with you, God. I love you all so much. God bless you 
greatly.

There is this man on BBC2, Graham Norton. An Irish man. I've liked him for a 
long time, even though Americans didn't know about him until probably a few 
years ago. I just love him. I think he's a crack up. He's just a delightful soul. I 
just finished one of his books which I don't recommend to everybody, I'm just 
saying I like him. "The Lives and Loves of a He Devil."

He's talking about how he gives advice in some English newspapers and on a 
BBC radio show as well. He has the ‘Graham Norton Show’ where he interviews
celebrities and all the celebrities love to come on his show in the UK because 
he doesn't ask them personal questions. They just talk among themselves and 
keep everybody entertained, and everyone loves it. Now he was talking about 
how people waste their lives, particularly on the Internet. And I'm just going to
quote from the book.

He said, "People spend hours sitting in front of a computer screen watching 
videos of a man who can dice up a cabbage to look like a map of the world or 
a six-year-old dancer who blew the judges away on India's Got Talent, 
sometimes it can fool you into thinking it matters. When I end up in floods of 
tears watching Bruno Mars singing to a blind girl, it feels like time well spent. 
But, in reality, my time would have been more wisely spent or used folding my
laundry, exercising, trimming my nose hair or in fact, doing almost anything 
else apart from watching the pocket-sized pop star tug at my heartstrings.

Equally the various social media sites can be a great way of keeping in touch 
with out-of-the-way friends, but in practice, I actually spend my time scrolling 
through hundreds of holiday snaps of people I don't really know, holding pints 
of lager and wrapping sunburnt arms around more people I don't know. I 
actually become impatient when the photographs don't load fast enough 
because, yet again, a weird part of my brain has convinced me that this is time
well spent and that seeing every identical, drunken image is somehow 
important."

And he's so honest about that. Now isn't that interesting? If you look at all of 
the time that you put into something, watching someone do something that 
you admire instead of learning how to do something yourself that will lift you 
up where you belong. They've just written this book about Facebook which is 
quite interesting. I might recommend it to you guys later when I’ve finished 
reading it. It’s about the way Facebook got involved with assisting the 
Republicans and the Russians influence on Facebook and how people are so 
easily manipulated, especially on the Internet.

Because you're fully there. It's like the old days, before the internet, when 
there was just television and people would be like, "Oh, God I wish an 



advertisement would come. I've really got to go to the toilet. I want to make a 
cup of tea." They could have got up any time, but they are so mesmerized by 
watching somebody else's life or watching a poodle jump through hoops that 
they couldn't get themselves up. They didn't have the energy to stop. To 
actually say to themselves, “Stop watching."

Let's go ahead right now and stop all this nonsense. There was this infomercial
in America when I was living in Australia. "Stop the insanity." It was about 
aerobic exercises and I thought it was clever. Yes, everyone STOP the insanity.
Say, "Next," or better still, just say to yourself, "Stop! Stop this insanity of 
going down those rabbit holes. These rabbit holes that do not belong in my life.
I'm living in my mind instead of living out there."

So, I'm going to read something to you right now that I wrote a long time ago.
I know there's no time, but I was looking through some old workbooks that I'd 
written for old seminars, and I just thought it was perfect for today because 
nothing really has changed with the way I teach. The only thing that has 
changed is now I am awakened. My light has come on fully. I was in early 
enlightenment back then but not full enlightenment. I didn't realize what was 
going on, but I had my heart chakra that had already been at least 70 to 80 
percent activated because I felt like my heart was out here all the time. I could
always understand why they had these paintings of Jesus the Christ showing 
his heart, the Sacred Heart, just out there because you can feel everything 
when your heart chakra has become activated.

Except they got it wrong by putting thorns around the heart. Of course, he felt 
compassion, but you feel such love. You know the Catholics must put guilt and 
fear and, "Look what he did to suffer," instead of just, "Look at this amazing 
being who is now ascended." You can pray to him, you can pray to Babaji, you 
can pray to your higher self. You can pray to a pen if your faith is there. It's all
God. If it's sincere your prayers will work, but when you have all this light 
transmitted to you, as you guys have, then your thoughts have more power 
because you're oscillating higher and you've been connected to your Divine 
presence.

Anyway, I'll read this. "Hello, Magical being. I know that you must be a 
magical being and a spiritual warrior and an angel because you decided to be 
born in this time of rapid change. You did this because you can handle it. It 
may not seem like it sometimes when you may experience mounting bills, 
human relationships to handle and so many other things to face every day. 
However, I know you can do this because this thing called life is you and so 
you can do it successfully when you have faith in this thing called life, which is 
the light. Being a spiritual warrior is to be spiritually aware that you have 
within you something that can overcome any challenge and fight your own 
wars by letting you jump over those obstacles which were never real. In fact, 
you realize that you are the one who has created these so-called walls and 
then you can learn a path to light. Learn what peace and love and 
enlightenment and courage are truly about.”



“Then you can face anything because you haven't faced anything alone 
because you know that your higher self, your spirit, is there working for you, 
with you, going before you and preparing the way. Sometimes a spiritually 
awake being is someone on the path to full enlightenment and success. Or 
perhaps they are already enlightened. Sometimes it can take just a small 
change to begin to really have control over what manifests into your 
experience, your life. You are attracted to learn about spiritual secrets and use 
them to better yourself and to assist others to do the same. We all want to 
know what the big secrets are, don't we?”
 
“Well if you keep an open mind today you can discover these secrets and have 
the wonderful, rich life that you so greatly desire and deserve because you 
were born spirit. In fact, I feel it is our Divine heritage to have all the good and
all the success and all the money that can allow us to be transported to true 
experience, to true freedom. Not only to live but also to live very well and to 
assist to uplift others. What you are now experiencing, if you are at a live 
seminar with me or watching this on a DVD, you can change your life forever if
you really want to go for it.”
 
“I know that you want a better life, or you wouldn't be here now. A richer more
successful life. A life of spiritual purpose and fulfillment. I know this because 
deep inside we all do and that is why I congratulate you. Congratulations for 
being here today, for investing in yourself. whether you invested not just your 
money but also the time in yourself for being here when other people are 
wasting it in front of a television set or eating pizza. You become very 
successful because you aren't one of those millions of people who sit at home 
at night in front of the Internet or the TV, hoping and praying that one day 
they will win the lottery, or if someone who owed them money would pay them
back.
‘Everybody else is just lucky,’ they say, or, ‘If I only could get that job.’”
 
“But do you know what luck stands for? Luck stands for learning and loving 
under correct knowledge. And statistics have proven that most people who win
the lottery generally lose it quickly because they were not prepared mentally, 
in consciousness, for that large shift in lifestyle. When you are prepared 
mentally to accept prosperity it won't keep itself away. When you are mentally 
prepared to accept that you are a spirit having a physical experience you are a 
magnet through your thoughts. Through changing your thinking and 
meditation you will become rich, healthy, happy, and as successful as you 
choose to be. So, I am so happy for you. You have decided to be lucky and to 
learn and love under correct knowledge.”
 
“All the things that we will be doing today will help you to change your old 
thinking that have been holding you back to new, positive, spiritual, uplifting 
thoughts. This new way of thinking will help you find solutions because God in 
you find will solutions to any challenge and will give you a newfound strength 
and confidence and joy that will surpass anything you have ever experienced. 
It is all inside of you just waiting to be recognized so that the old you can be 
melted away by the light of truth. You are so much stronger and have so much



more potential than you presently could ever realize. Even if you do not 
believe this right now it doesn't matter. Simply be open to this new idea. This 
new ideal for your life and the confidence and faith will come even if you think 
it's not going to come till later. It is already happening as I speak. The summit 
will come in this moment consciously. For others, it may take days or maybe a 
few months. However, it will come because it's here now already. You just 
have to consciously be awakened to it."
 
So, Aristotle said, "Excellence is an art won by training and habitation. We are 
what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is not an act but a habit."
 
All these years ago doing all the things I did to be in the oscillation where I got
to tour all over the world with Deepak Chopra, Bob Proctor, Louise Hay, Stuart 
Wilde, tons of different people, but I was still looking. Through a love of the 
Divine, through my car accident, I was very blessed. Even though I went 
through months and months and months of not walking and so much physical, 
horrific pain it was worth it because I got rebooted somehow. Now you do not 
need to go through physical or even emotional pain, although everyone has 
gone through one or another at some time in your life. However, we wish to be
uplifted. Because we all know that there is something within us, and that is 
God, that is our true, higher self, that can overcome any obstacle.
 
And we know it, but we sometimes just can't bring ourselves to take the 
action. Or perhaps we don't know what to do next. So today we're going to go 
through a lot of exercises while all this light is being transmitted to you. 
Because let me tell you taking certain actions and doing affirmations and 
writing intentions or goals and taking action on them immediately like you 
have today by being here, right now, that's huge. There must have been lots 
of other little thoughts like the little guy on the left saying, "Ah, don't do that. 
You can always watch the replay." And if you are watching the replay, 
congratulations, at least you're watching the replay.
 
Because to be here now having made that decision you are already 99% 
higher in oscillation than 99% of the world. There's probably less than 1% who
were truly on a path, a spiritual path, who realized that it's good and okay to 
also have success. Like Mother Mira says, "God wishes for you to have 
everything." My body healed, I've got steel plates in my body and I'm very 
blessed to have them. So, using the affirmations, writing them over and over 
again, beginning to write all the affirmation songs, “Success” and “Persistence”
and all those songs that just planted, "I am healed," all those wonderful things 
into my subconscious mind. I was doing something just to assist myself to be 
healed. "I Am Healed," the first one I wrote, God through me wrote, my higher
self-wrote, listening to it repeatedly and writing it down, "I am healed. I know 
and love myself; I am my friend. As the healing light of the universe flows 
through me and in me I know that I am healed."
 
What I'm going to do for you guys today, for those of you who don't have my 
Songs For Success I am going to ask Treavor our wonderful office 
manager tr@mysticalsuccessclub.com to email it to each of you a FREE Songs 



For Success CD/MP3's. Just to remind you with renewed energy that it's so 
good to listen to those songs repeatedly whether you like my voice or don't. 
My voice makes no difference. Whether you like the songs or don't, they will be
planted into your subconscious mind just like an advertisement and you won't 
be out to get it out of your head, those positive reinforcements. And this will 
lift you up to a different oscillation. You never go back down. I didn't. I just 
kept going up and up, but I also noticed as my oscillation went up, I could see 
things everywhere that I couldn't see before. It was like some chains had been
broken from my consciousness that I didn't even know were there. Rose 
colored glasses. Everything was rosy. I felt this Light through me. Felt alive, 
awake. I knew that nothing was impossible. I didn't even have to think, “Will I 
take action or won't I.” I just started taking action. It's like you're naturally 
turbocharged to take action. It's a phenomenon.
 
So just writing the affirmations and listening to the affirmation music, writing 
your intentions today, doing all these things will uplift you. Now when you go 
to the next level and you have light transmitted to you and you really begin to 
meditate deeply and you have found a teacher, whether it's me or someone 
else who can actually transmit light to you, if you can be taught at the same 
time how to enlighten yourself you don't want to have to rely on someone 
transmitting Light to you forever. You want to eventually be able to do it 
yourself.
 
All right, have you got your pen? Always nice to have a nice pen. And have you
got one of your cards? Mystical greeting cards which are filled with Light. And 
by the way www.MysticalGreetingCards.com  We've got a new Thank You card 
which is just beautiful with two little Buddhas bowing to each other saying 
thank you. And we've got Congratulations. With a little baby Buddha jumping 
up into the air with balloons eve and it's just a beautiful congratulations card. 
You could send it to yourself congratulating yourself. So, these cards are filled 
with Light and when you write down your goals in them it's very, very 
powerful, very wonderful.
 
You are going to write down six things. These are going to be six goals. Not, 
"Oh I'm going to exercise every day,” but, “I'm going to release so much 
weight,” and whatever it is that you want. It might be, “Just become my 
perfect weight, looking good and feeling great,” just so that you can sit up 
straight for a long time when you want to practice your meditation. The next 
goal maybe you're going to get a new electric car or hybrid car or own your 
own home. These six things are not going to include you writing down, "Later, 
when I've released this weight then something else can happen." It should be, 
"I've got to write a book. I'm going to have it sold all over the world in 20 
hundred million different languages."
 
I think the U.N. has got one hundred and ninety-four countries that are 
members. So, I guess we have more countries in the world because if that's 
just the U.N. there are a lot more countries that aren’t members of the U.N. 
I've been to 34 of them and I felt like I'd been everywhere in the world, but 
obviously I haven't if the U.N. has 194 member countries.

http://www.mysticalgreetingcards.com/


 
You are going to write down these six things, whatever is on the top of your 
head. Don't be like, "Oh, I can't think of anything." Write, "I'm going to clean 
out my entire wardrobe. My room is going to be the most Zen it's ever been in 
its life." I don't care what it is. Begin now. I love you.
 
So, you've written them down now. You don't have to do anything with them 
just yet. Just the fact that you wrote them down and being more specific a 
little later will assist you. So, I'm going to read something now that I wrote 
quite a long time ago. But it's good and it will assist you.
 
I used to teach all of this to between two and four thousand people all over the
world. Now I have a smaller crowd but it's all about enlightenment to me. If it 
was just people coming to me to get help with their career and to make more 
money, it's different. Everyone would sign up for it but because this is about 
enlightenment, and I don't advertise all over the place, I don't look for people 
to hire me to go to these companies and do all this stuff anymore. I'm here for
you with all of this power coming through. There was always power coming 
through and I knew that. I was always confident. I was never ever shy about 
being on stage because I knew that this information would assist others. I've 
been on stage since I was three and a half so there's nothing to be shy about. 
We're all the same. The Divine presence within you is the Divine presence 
within me. It's a Divine presence within all of us. It's the same Divine 
presence.
 
"Developing your mind through correct career choice will bring you much more
money, fulfillment, personal power, success, and spiritual joy."
 
I wrote all of this and did this all over the world a long time before I met my 
teacher. Well before my teacher's teacher, and it was really interesting how it's
all one mind. Because when I first went to my teacher John told me about his 
teacher who was my teacher's teacher, a great Mahasiddha. It was interesting 
how the teachings are so similar to what I had been teaching. All I was really 
searching for was God. I wanted to find someone in the world who knew God 
and I found someone. My teacher.
 
"We all must work and have a career that empowers us or everything else in 
our lives will seem meaningless. Our social and family life and even our 
hobbies will not give us joy as we will be too drained of our energy doing work,
we do not enjoy doing anything except maybe watch TV. Even if we have a lot 
of money it is so important to do something with our life that is empowering to
us and fulfilling spiritually because otherwise, we really don't have any more 
energy to do anything. We just get home, order a pizza, watch TV. Even if we 
had a lot of money it is so important to do something that is absolutely 
fulfilling. And then we'll be able to empower others which is what this life is all 
about. It's about raising our energy spiritually and then assisting others by 
inspiring them to do the same. If you are working at something you really do 
not enjoy at all, not even one iota, and it is only to pay the bills then you will 
find yourself, bit by bit, withdrawing from life and from those you love. You 



become one of those people who are always complaining and live their lives for
the weekend. This does not make these people bad or wrong. It is simply that 
they are losing their energy. Their personal power is being drained from them 
day by day."
 
“What do you do when you're in a position where you're not enjoying your life 
at all? You're in a career that you started for when you were maybe 18, or 
even 15 or 16, and you're still doing it because you still don't know what else 
to do when you grow up and you've got to keep that job to pay the bills. 
However, I'm telling you now that you can find something else to do and work 
at night doing it. There are so many different things you can do.”
 
I've used this example a lot, but this is a true story. Someone came to one of 
my events in New Zealand. It's a big, big event and she said, "I'm an 
accountant. I hate it and I don't know what else to do with my life." And this 
woman was quite big. No judgment about it. She was just obviously not 
healthy. And I said to her, "Come on. There must be something, you may not 
have ever done it, but something within your heart where you feel, 'Well, I 
think I could do that. I think I'd like doing that.'" And she said, "Well, I'd love 
to be a piano player." And I said, "Well, what type of piano player? Concert 
pianist?" She said, "No. Just in a lobby in a five-star hotel would be great. Not 
a bar, but just a nice place and just play nice music. To be able to do that I 
think I'd really love that. Really a lot because I like to be on my own so 
accounting sort of suits my personality in that way." And I said, "Well why 
don't you do it. There must be something from a past life or something within 
you that knows if you've been thinking about this," and she'd been thinking 
about it since she was a teenager. I said, "For all of these years? Why don't 
you begin learning it?" And she said, "Well when I get home from work, I'm 
just too tired when I'm doing accounting. It's just too draining, my work. I'm 
good at it because I'm intelligent and I know how to use a calculator and 
QuickBooks. I'm good at it."
 
So, we ended up digging deeper and deeper and everyone was there for her at
this event, which is about two and a half thousand people. I said, "How about 
this? Throw away your television set. Throw away your pizza. Just throw away 
the TV. Just give yourself one year, to begin with. Just one year where every 
time you watched television you will now practice the piano. I don't care if you 
get yourself a little Casio piano to start with. You take at least one professional
piano lesson a week, two if you can, and practice everything that the teacher 
taught you. Just practice it over and repeatedly. And other times when you 
were eating pizza start exercising. Even if you just start stretching your body, 
just stretching a little bit and change your diet immediately. Because all of that
pizza and the different foods that you've been eating are absolutely playing 
with your insulin and that's why you've got less and less energy. Because the 
less energy you use the less you have. The more energy you use, the more 
you do, the more energy you've got."
 
I heard from her three years later. She actually did what I said, and she got a 
gig in Sydney. She got a gig in Sydney at the Regent Hotel, which at the time 



was a five-star hotel right on the harbor right near the Opera House, in the 
lobby playing on the grand piano. I hardly recognized her from the photograph
that she sent me because she'd released so much weight. She just looked 
absolutely glowing with health and happiness. And she said, "I've also started 
meditation." So, things can happen. If you make a decision that you're sick 
and tired of being sick and tired of your life you can do it. When people say to 
me, "Oh I don't know. I don't have time to do that." I say, "Do you have 
weekends off?" Because I lived in Asia and people work all weekend. I don't 
even know what a day off is.  You might have a day off occasionally just to 
meditate all day but you're still utilizing that meditation to uplift others.

If you have 48 hours on a weekend, imagine what you can do. Mind-blowing. 
And people that do complain, as I said, don't feel bad about yourself. It doesn't
make you a bad person. It just means you're not happy. You're just not happy.
And when we complain, we are complaining because we want to take the focus
off our unhappiness, off the life that we are living that isn't fulfilling, that isn't 
making us feel, "Oh, gee today's great. Yay. I get to wake up again and do 
shit. It's awesome."

So, you ask yourself when you complain, "What am I afraid of? Am I afraid of 
losing something or not getting something that I really want? Losing 
something I have?" Really go in there. "Am I afraid? What am I afraid of? Oh, 
I'm just blocking. I'm just blocking. I don't want to face how unhappy I am." 
And I feel for you. If you are complaining because you're not happy, I feel so 
much love and compassion for you because I know within you that you have all
of the power and the light and the talent and the gifts that just haven't been 
brought forth yet to do what you love to do and to have such a beautiful life. I 
know this to be true. Borrow my faith because it's true or just take a little 
action, just like you have right now watching this.

"Being happy in your career in your life will bring you so much positivity, 
energy, more prosperity. We put so much of our time in this life into our given 
occupations and still we are unhappy with what we are presently doing. We 
must begin from this moment onward because this is the only time you have. 
This moment where there is no time. We must take action toward doing 
something new. It doesn't matter if you're 20, 40 or beyond 60 like some of 
us, but we can all begin a new career whenever we choose."

Now here's an example. You must remember I wrote this a long time ago. I 
was looking for a good example of someone changing their life after 60. I'm 
not recommending eating Colonel Sanders in any way shape or form. But look 
at the man himself. That's what we're doing, we're looking at the man.

"Look at Colonel Sanders. Every day nearly 8 million customers. Nearly 8 
million customers served around the world with the same great taste. Colonel 
Harland Sanders created more than half a century ago what he called home 
meal replacement. Selling complete meals to harried, time-strapped families. 
He called it Sunday dinner seven days a week."



"Today the colonel’s spirit and heritage are reflected in KFC's huge success. 
Colonel Harland Sanders is one of the best-recognized icons in the world. So, 
believe me, it is never too late. There are many other examples besides this 
great man." Before all of this happened, he had this great recipe which he had 
attempted to sell to restaurants so that he could get a commission or just sell 
it to them to be able to use the recipe. But everyone was like, "Oh, you should 
be in a retirement home or retire." And he was going to have to live in this old 
retirement village and suddenly, he just thought, "No, I'm not dead yet. What 
am I doing? I know this recipe is awesome." Which it is. I tried it when I was 
younger and even though I didn't eat meat at the time I had the crispy stuff. 
Everyone loved Colonel Sanders. And so, he made it. He, and the Divine 
through him, just kept going.

“So, you can go to night school. You can work at night learning a new craft. 
Playing piano, computer science, natural health methods, join a great 
company. If you say that you're too tired at night, after working all day, to 
learn something new at night just say, ‘Rubbish! It's not the truth.’ Did you 
know that you will gain much more energy by working on something new that 
excites you than any amount of TV could ever bring you? In fact, you'll find 
yourself even happier with what you are doing at work in your present 
employment during the day. Everything will look brighter because you have a 
new vision and a goal.”

Now I put this because I was working at so many events all over the world and
I saw certain motivational teachers say to people, "Just leave your job right 
now. Begin it fresh." And I saw people become homeless doing that. So, I 
never taught that. I taught this.

"It is very important that you stay at your present employment until you have 
another job to go to that you know you'll enjoy more or that you have enough 
money to go out on your own. If it is new employment you are seeking, make 
sure you do this responsibly by not leaving your present employment until you 
have new employment. You see sometimes we are in the correct career but 
simply not in the right work environment with the right people to work with. 
You may simply have to change the environment or change the city. If what 
we must do is to be an employee, we need to find a company that we'd like to 
work with. You like their mission statement, their purpose. Go and check their 
mission statement on their websites. Be clear that it is the work and not simply
the environment that you do not enjoy before you just say, 'I'm not going to 
do that anymore.'"

If you are not sure what you wish to do next but know you want to change 
careers use this affirmation daily and trust me my darlings, this works.

"I, (Your Full Name), am now so happy in my new career. I am doing what I 
love to do. I am so spiritually fulfilled. I am making great money doing what I 
love to do. I love my life now. I am full of energy, peace, harmony and I'm 
very grateful and happy. All other areas of my life are now affected in a 
positive way. I now love my new life. Every day I have a new beginning. I 



believe in the spirit within myself. I know that I am not alone. God has gone 
before me and prepared the way." Or you can say the Divine or my higher self 
if some of you don't like the word God. "Now I know I can achieve anything I 
set my mind to because I take positive action. Yay!"

You are so loved. Everything is possible for you. Please know this. This is a 
little exercise to assist you to change your results. The results you are 
presently experiencing in your life are the physical manifestation of the images
in your subconscious mind and past life stuff. Let's get mystical as well. These 
images have been the ones that have been directing and controlling your life 
and you thought you were in control. So, our past lives affect the things that 
we could do today. Why can a little kid called Mozart write a concerto? Because
he'd done it in past lives. And he was in such light from the moment he was 
born that the music just came straight through him, streamed through him, 
through God. He'd done it in past lives, and he meditated for so many past 
lives.

Practice meditation. You become a clear channel. So, when you do begin to 
study something or do something that you've been divinely guided to do you 
don't have to worry about having the skill set. You will enjoy it. There are lots 
of things in life that you may not enjoy doing. There may be things about 
writing a book that you don't enjoy doing but when you learn something new 
it's awesome for empowerment. You lift your oscillation. Your brain is 
stimulated by Kundalini energy if you meditate a lot and have light transmitted
to you.

When you're doing something new, learning a new language, or you are 
creating something new, learning how to build a house, you've got to treat 
what you decide to do as a child. Not attachment, in the way of a child, but be 
responsible that you've decided to do something. If it's to get in shape and 
become fit, it’s not about how you look it's about how you feel confidence-
wise. It's about feeling good within yourself so your spirit can soar. It's about a
lot of different things.

And people are very judgmental. Once the light has hit, your judgment stops. 
You can see through your heart, through the chakra that's activated, you can 
see with no judgment. You see with just love and compassion. You bear 
witness to it with no judgment. Humans judge. They are tricky. So, when we 
can do our best to look our best when we're out and about, not to attract sex 
tourists or so people will like us, it's not for egotistical reasons but to be 
empowered so that people can't touch your aura too much. That empowers 
you. If you go out just looking sloppy and don’t brush your hair and your 
clothes need ironing, you are more conspicuous. You put more people's 
attention on you that are judgmental. The light through us can change 
anything so let the light through us be in control.

So, we've continued to create these images that are like little bubbles. It's not 
really an image, but it’s more like a pattern. We really think more like a 
pattern. Certain patterns have a different vibratory oscillation. And so, you 



keep resonating with the same vibratory oscillation even if it's not good for 
you, and you hate its guts and you don't enjoy it, but you keep attracting it 
through that pattern, through that vibration, because whatever you resonate 
with, in a vibrational oscillation, you attract because you're magnetic to each 
other.

So, as you vibrate and every time you do something new, when you really go 
for it, you oscillate at a higher vibration. You get more and more into that 
Divine, higher oscillation. Because every time you are uplifted and you stay 
uplifted whether it's through affirmations, exercise, meditation, do it all. Do it 
all and still have time to celebrate. Give yourself a pat on the back when 
you've done something good. I don't mean for egotistical reasons. It's just 
good to celebrate being alive and achievement. It's good for your soul. It's 
good for your spirit. There's none of this, "I'm not worthy enough."

You are God manifested. Of course, you're worthy. It's only the ego or the old 
patterns that you are vibrating with. Let's have no attachment emotional wise. 
It's just a pattern that you're vibrating with. We're just going to shift the 
pattern to a new pattern with a new vibration and add some gratitude and God
in there.

“Are you completely satisfied with all the results in your life? Yes or no? List 
the results you want to change. Now here are some examples. ‘I'd like to be 
debt free.’” I don't like that word anymore. This is from an old writing. So, you 
put, "I am now profiting greatly." Because when you add the word profit that 
means you're not spending more than you have coming in. "I am making more
money every month, profiting greatly and I am extremely grateful." If you're 
not confident you don't say, "I'd like to be more confident." You write down, “I 
am now confident.”

So, on this list you want to change your results. So, if you know that there's 
something you want to change, I want you to write the opposite. If you say, "I 
want to be a better friend and have great, positive friends." Instead say, "I am
a great friend and have great, positive friends.” We don't need or put into our 
consciousness that we want people to love us or we want people that are 
positive around us. We are the one that makes the change. We change within. 
And you oscillate and resonate at a higher vibration when you're in a more 
positive frame of mind yourself. So, you don't need more positive friends. We 
must have that change within us. And that is inner work. Affirmations. Being 
on this event today.

Back to what I was reading, “You could write, ‘I am a good friend and I'm a 
positive person. I love to do what I can to lift people's spirits and make them 
feel happy.’ ‘I want to do what I love to do and receive great money doing it.’ 
‘I am now happy in my career.’ ‘I do what I love to do.’”

“‘I want to stop complaining and see the good in all things.’” So, we don't write
that down either. That's the old me doing my best to understand the mind. 
However, what you do say is, "I really see the good in all things. I am 



confident. If I feel something in my life that I am afraid of, I face it and take 
positive action to make that into a good change." What you could do right now 
is just list the things you want to change as if you've already changed them.

So, being in the light, having this empowerment that you have right now, 
writing these things down is so powerful because most people live in the past. 
Let the dead bury the dead. Well, how does the dead bury the dead? Well, we 
don't mean physically of course. No one dies, we're all an immortal 
consciousness. We are just in an organic body that we really must look after. 
Keep it fit and healthy.

Any time you start thinking in the past you are resonating with that old 
pattern. You are literally saying to yourself, "I don't want to have change. I 
don't want to strip away the old me and resonate at a higher evolution where 
there are rainbows. Where there is gold light dripping everywhere. I see the 
melting pot of humanity in God's light. I realize this is all just a dream, an 
illusion, and I really am living in heaven on earth. I would rather stay in the 
past." That is what you're saying to yourself. So, you've got to be disciplined to
begin with and just say, "Stop the insanity." Stop. Don't think in the past.

The only circumstances where we think in the past, we're not actually thinking 
the past, we're still in the moment, is when you have already learned how to 
do something. For example, driving a car. That skill set is then utilized, be in 
the moment, you don't go back into the past and think how do I drive a car. 
“I’ve just got to go back to when I was first learning how to drive.” No, you get
in the car because you've already got the skill set. You're in the now and 
you're learning it. So, it might look like it's a past skill set but you're doing it in
the now. To start with you didn't know how to go on the potty on your own. 
You don't think about that now. "Wow, how do I not shit in my pants?" But you
know how to do it now.



So, thinking in the past is allowing you to resonate at that same old frequency.
So, you've just got to say no and be disciplined. “No. Stop it. Not going there.”
You listen to old music when you used to fall in love and music is so powerful. 
You're like, "Oh I remember that lover." And then you go down this rabbit hole
of when you were in high school and think, "I Wonder if I should call that old 
girlfriend of mine," and you live in the past. Don't do that. That person doesn't 
give a shit where you are now. They are living their own lives. They've got kids
to look after. Just don't go there. People go to reunions. I'm like, "Are you 
insane? Why would you go to a reunion for?" "Well, I remember this boy I was 
in love with." He probably won't even be there. He could be dead.

But it's interesting when you are in this oscillation. You start to begin to see 
opportunities and things that weren't even there. Laura now has written a 
book. I'm sorry, Laura, I have not read it yet. I do intend to. And when I say 
that I mean it. It's just a matter of sitting down and doing it. And the same 
with Jeananne. I mean I taught a course for all you guys about how to write a 
book and do your business plan and so many things where people used to pay 
two and a half thousand dollars to come and get this information. And that was
before I could transmit Light as I can now. They'd still get empowered but wow
you guys are getting too much. Hope you appreciate it.

And I wish for you to have too much. You deserve that. Because God within 
you deserves that. Too much. No, you can never have too much of what is the 
only truth, eternal light. So, do your best and don't live in the past anymore. 
You want to resonate at a new pattern and new frequency. That's why we have
to better ourselves. That's how you become a winner. Bettering yourself. Not 
looking at someone else and thinking, "Oh, wish I had what they had." No.

I remember very clearly when I was younger this great singer was doing 
backing vocals for one of my songs. Now that was unusual because usually, I 
do all my own backing vocals or one of the guys in the band would do all the 
harmonies with me. So, most of the songs you've heard of mine, over 100 
songs that have been rerecorded, you hear my voice doing all the harmonies 
and backing vocals. And if it's a male voice it's someone who I worked with in 
my band. However, there are a couple of songs where I really wanted some 
fantastic scatting. And so, we had this wonderful American lady who was living 
in Malaysia at the time. I had a couple of hits in Malaysia and lots of big gigs 
and she didn't realize that I was in the studio. Nor did she realize that we had 
the button pressed down on the mic because I was just about to speak to her. 
So, I could hear what she was saying to the guy that she was singing with. "I 
really know how talented I am. How could someone like her have success? Her
voice is okay, but compared to me?" She said, "I really don't understand it."

Plus, this woman was very stunningly beautiful. It's consciousness. I never 
thought if I could or I couldn't do something. I just did it. When I first started 
singing and doing gigs, I was a little in shock that people actually paid to come
in, but after a while you forget about that stuff because you're just doing what 
you love to do. You realize that you're doing what you love to do to bring 
happiness and upliftment to others. If you're doing something for someone to 



give you something back, or to appreciate you, or say that you're good, or that
you look good, or you sound good, or, "Aren't you good," it is flimsy. It's not 
real. It's not your spirit singing to you. When it's something that you really 
want to do or something you'd like to experience in your life, you don't buy 
something so other people will admire you. You don't do something so other 
people will admire. Sure, you do something to make more money, but to uplift 
others and inspire others. Let you be the inspiration. It's all consciousness.

So, let's get rid of the past forever. You with me? We have so many things 
right in front of us that once the light opens, we can actually see and then it's 
like being pregnant. You must give birth to that idea. You can't say, "Oh, no 
baby. I'm not going to give birth to you right now. I'm busy. I'm in the middle 
of a movie." Once you have continued to feed positive seeds, even if they've 
got nothing to do with the particular thing you end up giving birth to, all of the 
things that we do that empower ourselves and uplift to bring in a new pattern, 
a new vibratory oscillation, a divine oscillation, then open our eyes to 
opportunities and things that we hadn't even thought of doing before. It's 
awesome. And I don't mean it in the American term. No offense anyone. It's 
awe-inspiring because God is awe-inspiring, and that's God through you. It’s 
awe inspiring.

Now what we're going to do right now is do something that's going to be awe-
inspiring for you because of gratitude, gratitude, gratitude. I always say to 
everyone when you practice your meditation and you can't feel love for 
something or someone, be grateful because gratitude is love. It is a high 
oscillation. So, you're going to do a new exercise. You're going to write down 
people, things, places that you are grateful to and for that you have in your life
right now. "I'm grateful I have indoor plumbing.” “I'm grateful for my partner.”
“I'm grateful for my mind.” “I'm grateful that I can see.” “I'm grateful that I'm 
watching this right now.” “I'm grateful for the light that's being transmitted to 
me.” “I'm grateful that I have a car.” Write down what you're grateful for, as 
many things as you can as quickly as you can. Right now. Go for it.

Visualization is extremely important. I created a product many, many moons 
ago called Michelle's Creative Visualization Program. Now, this is a recording 
that some may say is a guided meditation. However, meditation has got 
nothing to do with someone telling you what to do next. Meditation is you on 
your own perhaps with some beautiful music to block out the rest of the world.
And I have gifted all of you with my books on meditation, videos about 
meditation practice. And those of you that are part of 
www.TheMysticalExperience.com, and if you're not I highly recommend you 
become part of it. You're in this aura of light. It's extremely huge and life 
changing. Some people signed up their loved ones who don't even know about 
it just so they get all that light sent to them every week.

Now I'm going to gift this to all of you. This is not what you would think is a 
mystical or spiritual experience, but I'm going to go through this again before I
send it to you and send a lot of light into this recording. But it will assist you to
get a clearer picture of what it is that you want. See some people will listen to 



something like this and think, "I'm not in it for the money. I'm not thinking 
about big boats or big houses or this or that." It's not about that. It's about 
shifting your pattern so you can start resonating.

Once you resonate at that frequency where you can easily and effortlessly 
manifest or have God create into your life the money or the circumstances all 
the stuff that you want. You probably won't want all of that. You want 
something smaller and more convenient that's in the mountains where it's 
quiet and serene and deer come up to the window and say hi to you in the 
morning. Who lives like that? And then you'll do what you want to do. So, it's 
not about greed or guilt or, "Oh my God I'm not worthy enough." It's about 
raising your consciousness, your oscillation, your pattern, your vibration.

As long as you’re tithing and you're sharing with others. Tithing is important no
matter what comes in, 5%, 10%, to your spiritual source or to the Salvation 
Army who I love, or to my teacher who I love, or to friends or family or 
someone who is on the corner of the street who's playing music. I saw this 
beautiful couple the other day outside of a store where I was buying some 
groceries. They were playing instruments really well and his partner was 
playing with a tambourine and were saying, "We've got children. We're 
homeless and we need food." Their vibration was so awesome. I was like I am 
just going to get so many people attracted to give them food and money. So, I
went in and got my groceries and then I got groceries for them as well. Things 
that I knew wouldn't go bad, you know tinned stuff, and organic tinned stuff 
and money. Put a bunch of money into the little thing that they had there and 
they're like, "Oh, Thank you." And I just went, "Come on people." Like the Pied
Piper. I just wanted people to open their hearts. They would feel so good 
rather than just shopping like, "Oh, what do I need." I didn't care if they just 
gave them a dollar or 50 cents, but it's so good to tithe, to give. Because the 
more you give with an open heart the more you get back. It's like you've 
already given. It's a beautiful experience to do that all the time.

So, this magnetic visualization recording I'm going to meditate on it and have 
Light transmitted to it because I did it a long time ago and it'll be fresh. So, 
listen to it and do the visualizations as I say them because it will lift your 
pattern, your vibration, which is extremely important. And you might say, "Oh 
well I've got all the money I could ever use in the world, so I don't need to 
listen to it." I would still listen to it because it's filled with positivity and 
positive thoughts and allows you to get your body and yourself into a relaxed 
mode. At least a little practice of what it's like to then begin to quieten your 
mind because meditation isn't a guided visualization or guided meditation. 
Meditation is something very focused. A good meditation is where you are 
allowing your thoughts to stop. To allow the God-self within you to release all 
that old patterning that no longer serves you so you can oscillate on a Divine 
vibration and be a clear channel for all good to come through you. The Divine 
through you adores writing books through you, exercising, cycling, making 
money. Do it with a smile on your face. That is why when I emailed you, I 
said, "Be ready with a smile on your face." Tithe. Visualize.



So, I'm going to send all of that to you as an extra gift. You might just have to 
wait two or three days so that I can listen to it a couple of times, go through it 
and have it all vibed up on Light. So that's a good thing and mind mapping is 
good as well. Mind mapping is just very, very simple. You draw a circle of the 
thing that you want to create. Say for example it's a book. You draw a circle, 
you put the name of the book, even if it's just a pseudo name, pretend name 
for now, and you offshoot circles from the big circle, other circles of things that
you're going to do, actions that you're going to take. "What is required to 
happen for me to have this book created." "Okay, I have to know what I'm 
going to write about. Is it going to be fiction?".

For those of you who truly want to write a book I will send you, as an extra 
gift, my complete book writing course which is a phenomenon So many people 
have written books after listening to it. Even if they didn't want to in that 
moment. It plants a seed to create a product even if it's not a book. To create 
some sort of product or start an e-commerce site.

So, visualize. I wish for you to stretch upwards towards the Divine vision for 
your life. That the innate talents that you don't even realize you have yet and 
your Divine purpose, everything that you do in your life right now can be on 
divine purpose until the bigger vision. All these different exercises assist you. 
We're going to do another exercise now. You're going to go back to the goals 
that you did in the beginning. And I want you to choose one of them out of the
six. Just one of them that you feel, even if you've never done it before, you 
can achieve it within three months. So that you can take advantage of this 
equinox, with that power from the spring equinox, and go whoosh. Something 
you can achieve in the next three months or maybe sooner than you think. I've
written books within one or two weeks. The editing might take longer but the 
actual content is done.

So, I want you to write down the actions that you feel you can do. Say for 
example there is an action, "I'm going to want to know how to do this." No 
matter what it is that you're going to do, and you need to study to do it, what 
do you need to study? "I need to study that to be able to do that." Or, "I need 
to get my license for that." Like, I'm sure Jeananne didn't become a truck 
driver straight off the bat. She had to study, she had to make a plan, she had 
to work out what to do. A doctor, a dentist, a piano teacher, a piano player, an
inventor, all of you wonderful people, you are all amazing. Doctors and all the 
different people from all walks of life. Mystics on the path to mysticism. So, 
let's do that right now. Write down a list of all the actions you're going to have 
to take for this to be one of those goals completed. It doesn't mean it has to 
be launched if it's a book or a product but completed at the end of three 
months from now. Go for it.

I'm just going to read something from something that I wrote in 1994 about 
goal setting and competition. I'm going to read it to you because it's still truth.
It's truth. It's truth. And it will assist you. Everything is mysticism. 
Everything's energy. Everything is an oscillation of a pattern that we want to 



vibrate in a higher frequency. So, all these truths, there's a lot of meat you've 
been given today, or if you want to say avocados.

Goal setting and competition. "It's so important. It's so important to 
understand and have clarity on what is really goal setting and competition. It is
something that people do to themselves because they feel the need to be on 
top of the opposition, other companies, and other people. You are your own 
individual, beautiful, spiritual self. Unique, wonderful manifestation of the 
Divine. Stop putting yourself in competition."

People in business do this all the time. It's insane. They say, "Who's your 
competition?" Even if you go looking for funding for a business from a bank 
they'll say, "Well, who's your competition?" And you say, "Well, no I'm not in 
competition with anyone." They’ll say, "Oh, that's a negative." It's 
disempowering because everyone is your own Divine self. We want everyone 
to win.

"There is no need for competition. All it does is lead you down the not so merry
path of comparison. You are unique just like two flowers are unique, just like 
any snowflake is unique. They're all completely different. So are you. However,
the Divine in you is the uniqueness of the Divine that is you. The Divine in you 
is the same Divine but done in a different pattern. That's all. It's still all the 
Divine. All of that omnipresent Light. Omnipotent power which is the only 
power there is. There is no other power. Omnipresent, omnipresent, 
omniscient. Which is all wisdom. Everything that's ever known will be known or
can be known. Yes."

"Look at a rose then an orchid. Look at puppy dogs or two kittens. A poodle 
and a cocker spaniel or a beautiful Labrador. They're all cute dogs yet they're 
very different. There is no competition about which is the best it's simply 
preference. All that competition stuff just gets us into whose daddy has the 
best job syndrome. Who cares? Get off it. You are the best. You are always the
best that you can be right now right where you are. All you have to do is better
yourself, so you go and oscillate at a different pattern. Better yourself every 
day."

Say right now, "Every day in every way I am getting better and better." Say it 
now. "Every day in every Divine way I am getting better and better." Say it 
again. "Every day in every Divine, right way I am getting better and better. 
Every day in every Divine, right way I am becoming richer and richer." Repeat 
that after me. "Every day in every Divine, right way I am becoming richer and 
richer." Repeat these after me. Seriously. "Richer in friendship. Richer in 
confidence. Richer in health and vitality. Richer in harmony. Richer in 
prosperity. Richer in faith. Richer in God. Thank you, God. Thank you, God."

"The most successful athletes only ever compete with themselves. They set 
higher goals than the goals they achieved yesterday. Eventually, this causes 
them to actually be a winner." And then you can write down "I, (Your name), 
am a winner because I only ever improve myself." "I, (Your name), am a 



winner because I only ever improve myself." Every time you attempt to take 
action to do something you haven't done before or that you've been a little 
lazy about or doubtful or not confident, you are oscillating at a higher vibration
and then more and more things you'll be able to do that have nothing to do 
with what you just achieved. It's very interesting.

"Be a winner. Winners better themselves. They visualize themselves doing 
better. They meditate. They win. They love the Divine within themselves. The 
business corporations that attempt to put other people out of business or treat 
everyone as competition are on the path of self-destruction. They can never 
achieve peace of mind and true success this way. Businesses that sustain and 
maintain success achieved this by only being in competition with themselves. 
They love their customers and always look at what can be done to improve 
productivity within themselves and their staff, their team, creative ideas, and 
excellence. Businesses treat their team with individual respect and love. 
Everyone's contribution is valid, and all are encouraged to be creative. These 
companies strive in so-called recessions and adversity. They are magnetic to 
success."

Anyway, I just wanted to read a little bit of that. So, when people say, "Oh, 
you don't know what's going on in my country right now or my town. People 
are only looking into that. They're only looking into this. They're not really 
interested in what I have to offer." Stop it. Shut up, please. For goodness 
sake, for God's sake, for big G's sake. It's an illusion within your own mind. 
There is no competition. You will oscillate at a higher vibration. People will 
want to oscillate at a higher vibration. People want to be around people that 
are happy and not full of shit and full of themselves. They want to be around 
people that listen to them and don't interrupt, that don't complain, that look at
the positive side of life. Yet you know they are confident and go-getters. You 
want to be around those people, and they may be go-getters and confident 
and very positive. But they can, still at the same time, have many different 
types of personalities.

Someone can be very quiet, seem more introverted and more Buddha-like, 
peaceful, and yet you can feel the strength in them. You can feel God in them. 
Their Light. It's got nothing to do with personality per se or the energy of how 
the person speaks. It's about what's coming forth from them. Everyone wants 
to be around the Buddha. Happiness. Peace. Be that and you will attract more 
customers, more productivity, more harmony, more people that you can assist 
to inspire. More of God in you than you. "May there be more of God in me than
me." Thomas Stroud. What a beautiful prayer. "May there be more of God in 
me than me."

We are closing this now however we are never finished. I love you so much. 
Thank yourself. Thank your highest self for being here today because it may 
seem like, "Oh, that had nothing to do with mysticism." Anything that 
improves your oscillation has everything to do with mysticism. We don't want 
to be down here where it's heavy. We want to go where the angel’s fly. Why 
can angels fly? Because they take themselves so lightly? 



So, now I'm going to fly, and have some avocado, I think. I love you guys so 
much. God bless you greatly. And until next time this is Michele saying you are
so loved.

Click to go to Michele Blood's website.


